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•Context:  Connecticut’s tax rates and tax levels not out 

of line with those of many other high-income states.

•Context: Connecticut is a high-income state that can 

afford its relatively high level of public services

•Anxiety about significant additional out-migration of 

high income residents unwarranted

•Options for base-broadening: sales tax and corporate 

income tax

•Responding to federal tax restructuring

•Proposed SALT workarounds
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12 States, DC, & NYC Have Higher Income Tax 

Rates Than Connecticut 

Top personal income tax rate, tax year 2017
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9 States, DC, & NYC Have Top Corporate 

Income Tax Rates Higher Than Connecticut’s 

Top corporate income tax rate, tax year 2018
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11 States Have Higher Sales Tax Rates Than 

Connecticut – and 8 of the 11 Have Additional Local 

Sales Tax Rates 

General sales tax rate, tax year 2018



Connecticut Can Afford Its Public Services
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•Connecticut still has highest per capita income of any state

•Ranks 14th in state/local taxes as share of state income

•But ranks second-lowest in state/local own-source revenue 

as share of state income because of low use of user fees

•Ranks 4th from bottom in state/local expenditures as share 

of state income

•Ranks 6th from bottom in share of total state income spent 

on public employee salaries

•Tax Foundation ranking showing 2nd highest tax levels 

misleading; counts NYC income taxes/FL property taxes/ 

TX oil taxes paid by CT residents as CT taxes!

(See handouts)
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The Number of High-Income Taxpayers in 

Connecticut is Growing
Number of Federal tax returns filed by Connecticut residents



Panic re: Millionaire Outmigration Unwarranted
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•2016 “gold standard”study: Stanford U profs Young/Varner 

had access to every millionaire tax return in US filed 1999-

2011; tracked every millionaire interstate move

•1%-pt increase in millionaire PIT rate led to 23 more net 

out-moves of millionaire households in avg state with 9200 

such households

•Only 2.2% of all interstate moves by millionaires have any 

tax motivation

•FL is only state that draws millionaires with tax motivation 

•Millionaire business owners much less likely to move

•Small increase in outmigration offsets only small amount 

of revenue gain from raising income taxes on millionaires



Sales Tax Base-Broadening Options: Services
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•Connecticut taxes services to greater extent than 

average state

•But many services with substantial aggregate revenue 

potential not subject to sales tax:

➢ Residential renovation and repairs

➢ Amusement and recreation services

➢ Investment advice/portfolio management

➢ Personal legal services (e.g. estate planning)

➢ Tax preparation

➢ Winter boat storage

➢ Personal instruction

➢ Interior/architectural design

➢ Travel agent services



Sales Tax Base-Broadening Options: Services
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•Some untaxed services tend to be purchased by 

upper-income households; broadening sales tax base 

to include them could mitigate sales tax regressivity

•But many (e.g., residential repair) must be purchased 

by low-income families as well

•If base broadened without offsetting rate cut, impact 

on low-income families must be mitigated, e.g., 

through expanded EITC

•Even base-broadening with offsetting rate cut 

beneficial because it ensures that future growth in 

sales tax revenue keeps up with cost of public 

services as more household purchases shift from 

taxable goods to tax-exempt services



Sales Tax Base-Broadening Options: 

Electronic Commerce
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•Recent GAO study estimates CT losing $128M-

$194M annually from uncollected tax on Internet sales

•Pending US Supreme Ct case likely to solve problem 

once and for all and allow CT to get all this revenue 

•If decision goes wrong way, CT has other options: 

e.g., force online “marketplaces” to collect tax, force 

sellers to disclose customers to states

•In addition, CT must change law to impose full sales 

tax rate on video/audio “streaming” services

•In addition, CT must change law to close loophole 

keeping online travel companies (e.g., Expedia) from 

paying full sales tax on hotel rentals



Corporate Income Tax Loophole-Closing Options
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•2015 adoption of combined reporting (CR) was major 

positive structural reform in CIT that nullified many corp tax 

avoidance strategies

•But combined reporting needs 3 improvements:

➢ Repeal credit that ensured maximum $2.5M increase 

in CIT liability study from CR; rewards most 

aggressive tax-avoiders

➢ Repeal “FAS 109” deduction that forgoes revenue to 

offset purely on-paper impact of CR on corp financial 

statements; no justification

➢ Switch to “Finnigan” approach to CR

•As most CIT states have done, CT should enact 

“throwback” rule to tax profits not taxable by any other state 



Responding to Federal Tax Restructuring
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•CT’s linkages to federal tax code (e.g., no itemized 

deductions) such that there will be minimal direct impact, + 

or -, on CT revenues

•But CT should “decouple” from provisions that will cost 

state revenue.  E.g.,  

➢ Business equipment “expensing” (immediate 

deduction of full cost rather than slow write-off over 

time)

➢ Expansion of 529 savings plans to permit their use for 

private K-12 tuition



Responding to Federal Tax Restructuring
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•Increasing federal deficits quite likely to lead to additional 

cuts in federal aid to S/L govts

•Large corporations, “pass-through” business owners, high-

income households (notwithstanding loss of SALT 

deduction) just received huge federal tax cuts

•CT should recoup portion of those tax cuts in anticipation of 

reduced federal aid.  Options:

➢ Increase CIT rate

➢ Direct tax on new 20% federal tax break for pass-

through business income

➢ Increase $250 CT “Business Entity Tax”; tier to size of 

pass-through business

➢ Change law to allow state to tax a share of profits held 

abroad that federal law treats as repatriated dividends 



SALT Deduction Repeal “Workarounds”
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•Repeal of SALT deduction very unfortunate:

➢ may provide excuse to push for tax cuts on high-

income households, and is likely to make increasing 

S/L  taxes more difficult in future

➢ will not lead to massive increase in high-income 

outmigration from relatively high-tax states; 

➢ (CA and NYC’s income taxes after SALT deduction 

currently are higher than CT’s will be with SALT gone, 

yet Silicon Valley and Wall Street are thriving)

•Strategies to preserve benefits of SALT are being discussed

➢ Substitute deductible payroll tax on businesses for 

income taxes on salaries/wages

➢ Allow taxpayers to make charitable contributions to S/L 

govts, offset with close to dollar-for-dollar credits



SALT Deduction Repeal “Workarounds”
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•SALT repeal potentially damaging enough that feasibility of 

workarounds should be explored in the context of a 

comprehensive review of impacts of federal law on state and 

appropriate responses

•No need for urgent action on workarounds; in particular, switch 

to payroll tax has such major questions about impact on wages 

and income tax progressivity and administrative feasibility that 

careful study is required

•(Worth noting that payroll tax option will do little to offset impact 

on high-income people generating most outmigration concern 

since most of their income is from businesses/investments)

•Fairness demands that any CT enactment of workarounds to 

mitigate impact on high-income people be tied to restoration of 

full EITC for low-income families 
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